INLINGUA ONLINE LEARNING

QUICK GUIDE FOR LEARNERS

LOGIN

OPEN YOUR WEB BROWSER AND GO TO HTTP://IOL.INLINGUA.COM/

You will need a valid username and password, provided by your inlingua Center.

If you have received an email notification with your access information, please use the activation password.
The first time you use the activation password, you will be asked to enter a new password.

If you cannot remember your password, click on “I’ve lost my password” link.

Enter your username and email.

You will receive a new activation password if your email is in the user database.
The Dashboard is the home page of the iOL and will allow you to easily access the main features. You may click on the dashboard icon placed at the top left in any page, to return to the Dashboard.

The colored boxes on the top of the Dashboard will give you information about the usage of iOL: number of sessions you have opened, total usage time and number of activities accessed. Click on the boxes for detailed information.
You may have been assigned to some groups/classes, which will give you access to the courses, learning paths and activities, assigned to the group or class. Click on “My Groups” box to see the details of the group.
“My Learning Content” box will give you access to the Courses and Learning Paths you have been assigned, either individually or to the group.

The Courses and Learning Paths may be presented in content cards if you have 8 or less courses assigned.
If you have 9 or more courses assigned, they will be presented in a list.

Click on the course cards to access the units and activities of the course.
“My Activities” box will give you access to the individual exercises assigned to you or to the group.

Again, you may see content cards or a list of activities depending on the number of items to be presented.

“My Media Files” box may contain PDF documents, video and audio files or images. These files may have been assigned to you for pedagogical or information purposes.
The last learning content you have accessed will be shown in a box. You may want to “CONTINUE” with the course or “VIEW ALL” the learning content (Courses, Learning Paths, Activities and Media Files) assigned to you.

ACTIVITIES

You will see the score, hints and time spent on each activity.
Some activities may have several pages.

Click on the blue buttons to go to navigate between questions.

A media player will be shown when an activity has audio or video associated with it.

Click on play, pause and stop.
You may have been assigned writing tasks, which will be corrected by the trainers.

Write the required text and click on send so that the trainers know there is a new task to be corrected.

Once the task has been corrected, you will see a new entry in the Tasks box on the Dashboard.

Click on the entry to open the writing task page.
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Click on the highlighted text to see trainer’s comments.

Saturday, October 29, 2016 – 2:31:32 pm

My name is Marco, and I was born in November, 1886 in Genoa, Italy. In our family made up of my mother, father, and a brother. All of us emigrated to the Argentina to live in Buenos Aires, when I was thirteen years old. After we lived in Buenos Aires two years, then we moved to Geoblas, where my father got a job in a factory. From my earliest days I knew that my parents had to struggle for every penny to buy us a house. My father is tall, strong, and hard worker. My mother is short, light skin, and a house wife. I also have an older brother that I love so much, he is giving, supportive, loyal, and loving person. Our first house which was near to school, was a big stone house, with wooden floor. It had a big front porch with a swing. I was attending Jonas High School, and I was able to walk home. The neighbourhood I lived in was a very quiet area.

Aires two: Missing word

Notes: very good!

Please, review the comments and send it again.

Mary Johnson

Writing

Write here...

My name is Marco, and I was born in November, 1886 in Genoa, Italy. In our family made up of my mother, father, and a brother. All of us emigrated to the Argentina to live in Buenos Aires, when I was thirteen years old. After we lived in Buenos Aires two years, then we moved to Geoblas, where my father got a job in a factory. From my earliest days I knew that my parents had to struggle for every penny to buy us a house. My father is tall, strong, and hard worker. My mother is short, light skin, and a house wife. I also have an older brother that I love so much, he is giving, supportive, loyal, and loving person. Our first house which was near to school, was a big stone house, with wooden floor. It had a big front porch with a swing. I was attending Jonas High School, and I was able to walk home. The neighbourhood I lived in was a very quiet area.

Aires two: Missing word

Notes: very good!

Please, review the comments and send it again.

Mary Johnson
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If the task has not been closed by the trainer, you may write and send the text again.

Once the task has been closed, you will see the final score for the task.
CONVERSATIONS

You may send or receive messages in form of conversations.

Groups with at least one trainer have an automatically generated conversation group, with all the learners and trainers in the group.

When you have received a new message, the system will show an alert on the messages icon.

Click on the messages icon to open the message window to show a list of active conversations.

Click on a conversation to see the messages.

You may consult the participants in any conversation by clicking on the blue circle.
Select “Participants”.

You can start a new conversation with your trainers or the administrators.

Select “Create conversation”.
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You can “Leave and Close” any conversation you have started.

You can also "Leave" any conversation to which you have been added, except the Group/Class conversations.

Finally, you may want to “Archive” closed conversations.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The “Announcements” box will show information broadcasted by your inlingua School or inlingua International. Click on the box to open the list of broadcasted announcements.
NOTIFICATIONS

Automatic notifications are created when you have been assigned/unassigned to a group, assigned new learning content, or a task has been corrected by the trainer.

Click on the notifications icon to see the list of notifications.

You can click on the notifications to visit the corresponding page.

EMAILS

You will receive an email with your username and activation password when you have been registered on the platform or if you asked for your password to be reset.

Emails are automatically sent to you when you have received new messages or notifications.

You will not receive any email if a valid email address has not been registered with your user account.

Your email is known only to the administrator of the platform.